
*   A new 1st year VED rate will be applied to vehicles registered for the first time on or after April 2010 - revised from April 2017.
** The standard 12 month VED rate for all registered cars in this band is shown for the purposes of comparison. Note, figures quoted reflect the current rate only, and may be subject to change  
    in the future. Cars with a list price of over £40,000 when new pay an additional rate of £310 per year on top of the standard rate, for five years.

Fuel Economy
  CO  emission fi gure (g/km)

 

Make/Model:

Fuel Type:

Engine Capacity (cc):

Transmission:

Fuel Consumption:

Drive cycle

Urban

Extra-urban

Combined

Litres/100km Mpg

Carbon dioxide emissions (g/km):
Important note: Some specifi cations of this make/model may have lower CO2 emissions than this. 
Check with your dealer.
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Environmental Information
A guide on fuel economy and CO2 emissions which contains data for all new passenger car models is 
available at any point of sale free of charge. In addition to the fuel efficiency of a car, driving behaviour 
as well as other non-technical factors play a role in determining a car’s fuel consumption and CO2 
emissions. CO2 is the main greenhouse gas responsible for global warming.
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RS Series  RS3 Saloon 2.5 TFSIRS Series  RS3 Saloon 2.5 TFSIRS Series  RS3 Saloon 2.5 TFSIRS Series  RS3 Saloon 2.5 TFSI
quattro 400PS 7speed S-tronic (withquattro 400PS 7speed S-tronic (withquattro 400PS 7speed S-tronic (withquattro 400PS 7speed S-tronic (with

Recommended Retail Price
including all options and Approved Accessories

£54,685
An extensive range of options and Audi Centre fitted
Approved Accessories are available.

A selection of options and Approved Accessories fitted
to this car include:

Nardo Grey

Audi phone box £325

Audi pre-sense basic £200

Bang & Olufsen sound system £495

Carbon inlays £850

Folding door mirrors £275

Extended Upholstery pack £275

Super sport seats £795

Gloss black styling pack £800

Matrix LED headlights £895

Privacy glass £375

RS Sports Exhaust £1,000

Top speed increase to 174mph* £1,600

19" 8.5J 5-arm matt titanium alloy wheels £695

Advanced Key & smokers pack £430

£1,948£1,948£1,948£1,948

£140£140£140£140
£1,200£1,200£1,200£1,200

Fuel cost (estimated) for 12,000 milesFuel cost (estimated) for 12,000 milesFuel cost (estimated) for 12,000 milesFuel cost (estimated) for 12,000 miles
A fuel cost figure indicates to the consumer a guide fuel
price for comparison purposes. This figure is calculated by
using the combined drive cycle (town centre and motorway)
and average fuel price. Re-calculated annually, the cost per
litre as at Mar 2017 is as follows – petrol 120p, diesel 123p
and LPG 59p.

VED for 12 monthsVED for 12 monthsVED for 12 monthsVED for 12 months
Vehicle excise duty (VED) or road tax
varies according to the CO2 emissions
and fuel type of the vehicle.

AUDI RS Series  RS3 Saloon 2.5
TFSI quattro 400PS 7speed S-tronic
(with 19'' x 8.5J wheels)

2480

Petrol QD7

11.4 24.8

6.6 42.8

8.4 33.6

191


